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Abstract  

 

Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) is an obsessive 
preoccupation with a perceived defect in one’s physical appearance 

for which the individual persistently seeks medical attention and 

surgical correction. This preoccupation can be persistent and 
pervasive, leading to social withdrawal.  A dentist may be the first 

health care worker who has an opportunity to intervene and assist 
these people in getting treatment. Patients may have unrealistic 

expectations for certain procedures, so assessing their psychological 

status is an important part of treatment planning and diagnosis. 
Patient expectations should be determined, and the ability to provide 

care that meets those expectations should be discussed. In the case 
reports, aesthetic treatments with composite resin restorations of 

three patients with BDD are reported. 
The cases highlight the need for dentists to be educated on 

this disorder so that they can recognize and refer accordingly. There 

is also a need for interdisciplinary interactions between the dentist 
and the psychologist. 

 
(Int Dent Res 2011;3:87-91) 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) was previously 

known as dysmorphophobia and was originally 

described by Morselli in 1886 (1). People who have 
this disorder are preoccupied with certain aspects of 

their bodies and often seek to remedy their 
perceived flaws with cosmetic treatment. In addition 

to concerns about appearance, BDD is marked by 

avoidance of social situations, mirrors, posing for 
photographs, and bright lights (2). 

BDD often goes unrecognized and undiagnosed 
because of patients’ reluctance to divulge their 

symptoms because of secrecy and shame (2). 

Recognition and treatment are important because 
individuals with BDD have a poor quality of life and 

are socially isolated, depressed, and at high risk of 
committing suicide (3). 

Although BDD has been described for more 

than a century, the true prevalence rate of BDD in 
the general population is not well known. Studies of 

the prevalence of BDD in psychiatric patients and 
the general population suggest that BDD is relatively 

common, affecting up to 2% of the general 
population (4,5) and up to 12% of psychiatric 

patients (6,7).  
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A dentist may be the first health care worker 

who has an opportunity to intervene and asist these 

people in getting treatment. Patients may have 
unrealistic expectations for certain procedures, so 

assessing their psychological status is an important 
part of treatment planning and diagnosis. Patient 

expectations should be determined, and the ability 
to provide care that meets those expectations 

should be discussed (8). 

In the case reports, aesthetic treatments with 
composite resin restorations of three patients who 

had BDD are reported.  

 
Case Reports 

 
All three patients were referred at different 

times by psychologist YA from Dicle University, 

Faculty of Arts, Department of Psychology, to Dicle 

University, Faculty of Dentistry, Department of 
Pedodontics with a diagnosis of Body Dysmorphic 

Disorder believed to be caused by unaesthetic tooth 
appearance. 

 

Case I 

Patient’s anamnesis showed that she had no 

systemic diseases. Intraoral examination of this 11-
year-old female patient revealed devitalization due 

to a total crown crack in the maxillary left central 
tooth, caries at the interface in the maxillary right 

central tooth and maxillary right lateral tooth, and 

single-tooth anterior crossbite in the maxillary left 
lateral tooth (Fig. 1).  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Pretreatment view of Case 1. 

A single-session treatment procedure was 

planned for the patient. In a single session, the 
maxillary left central tooth was treated with root 

canal therapy, which was followed by fiber post 

application and restoration with crown fiber. The 
maxillary left lateral tooth was made to protrude by 

polyethylene fiber reinforced composite (FRC) 
(Ribbond Bondable Reinforcement Ribbon, Ribbond, 

Seattle, WA, USA) from its former retruded, 

displaced position. To eliminate interface caries and 

provide compatibility with the maxillary left central 

and lateral teeth, the maxillary right central and 

lateral teeth were positioned by FRC on the sagittal 
and frontal planes, and aesthetic composite laminate 

veneers were applied. (Fig. 2). The patient was then 
followed-up. She would then voluntarily come for 

follow-up visits, and the psychologist reported that 
she made progress.  

 

 
 
Figure 2. Post-treatment view of Case 1. 

 
Case II 

The anamnesis taken from a 13-year-old female 

patient revealed that the maxillary right and left 
central incisor teeth had been avulsed as a result of 

a trauma she experienced at the age of 7; that 
maxillary right and left lateral incisor teeth migrated 

to the spaces of the avulsed centrals as the required 
prosthetic treatments had not been performed; and 

thus, the maxillary canine teeth fully grew in place 

of the lateral incisor teeth (Fig. 3). The unaesthetic 
appearance was eliminated by converting canines to 

lateral teeth and lateral teeth to central teeth using 
composite restorations (Ecusit System, DMG 

Germany) (Fig. 4). The patient was then followed-

up. In examinations conducted 9 months later, it 
was observed that the patient did not have any 

problems and was satisfied with her aesthetic 
appearance.  

 
  

 
 

Figure 3. Pretreatment view of Case 2.           
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Figure 4. Post-treatment view of Case 2. 
 

 
Case III 

 

A 16-year-old female patient was diagnosed 
with diffuse hypoplasias. In her mouth, we observed 

unsuccessful composite restorations performed for 
fractures due to these hypoplasias (Fig. 5). Her 

anamnesis revealed that the patient complained 

about both the color and surface roughness of her 
teeth. A treatment plan was developed to improve 

the patient’s appearance with a direct composite 
laminate veneer (Ecusit System, DMG Germany) 

(Fig. 6). The maxillary right central incisor, lateral 
incisor, and canine incisor and the left central 

incisor, lateral incisor, and canine incisor, which 

caused the patient’s complaints, were restored with 
composite laminate veneers and the patient was 

then followed-up.  
 

 
 
Figure 5. Pretreatment view of Case 3. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Post-treatment view of Case 3. 

 

Discussion 
 

A study has shown an interest in the effects of 

oral diseases and disorders on general health and 
quality of life. It has been suggested that anxiety, 

depression, and emotional fatigue are common 
complaints among individuals with chronic disorders 

(9). 
Body dysmorphic disorder focuses on the 

patient’s feelings of dislike or even loathing for some 

aspect of the body’s appearance. Patients with body 
dysmorphic disorder have a pervasive subjective 

feeling of ugliness of some aspect of their 
appearance despite a normal or nearly normal 

appearance (10). BDD often goes unrecognized and 

undiagnosed because of patients’ reluctance to 
divulge their symptoms because of secrecy and 

shame (2). Taqui et al. reported that about 60% of 
students with BDD tried to camouflage their 

perceived physical “defect,” and 54% had the habit 

of compulsively touching their physical “defect” (11). 
We observed that all of the three patients in our 

study covered their mouths with their hands while 
talking.  

Studies and surveys have shown that 
dysmorphic concerns and body image dissatisfaction 

are increasing in the population (12,13). BDD has 

been found to be more prevalent in student 
populations as compared to community samples 

(14-16). Our three patients were all students. 
In clinical sample populations, the gender ratio 

has shown great variability. Two studies included 

more men than women (17,18), two included more 
women than men (19,20) and two included nearly 

equal proportions of men and women (21,22). Our 
three patients were female. 

Most studies have revealed that body shape, 
skin, and facial features are among the most 

common foci of concerns (14,15,22). Cansever et al. 

showed the head/face area to be the most common 
body region of concern (70%) (14). Taqui et al. 

reported that body foci of concern in 156 students 
were: being fat (49%), skin (32%), and teeth (23%) 

(11). In our study, there was only one concern 

about the appearance of their body parts, which was 
their teeth. 

The correction of a dental appearance problem 
can be justified as there is evidence of positive 

psychological change. Many general dental 

practitioners who practise aesthetic dentistry notice 
changes in their patients after treatment; a changed 

hairstyle and makeup; an open, relaxed, smiling 
posture; or more assertiveness are examples of 

some of these changes (23,24). The success of an 
aesthetic rehabilitation depends on the 

understanding of the patient's needs and on 

effective communication among the entire dental 
team.  
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In this century, the materials used for this 

purpose include silicate cements, acrylic resin, 

composite resins, and porcelains. However, their 
function has been to restore not only the 

appearance of teeth but, primarily, to replace tooth 
substance lost to dental disease. A conservative 

veneer technique is the application of a resin 
composite without tooth reduction or with minimal 

tooth reduction. Resin composite veneers can be 

altered and repolished in situ, and this feature is 
very useful when subtle changes to the emergence 

angles are desirable. Also, resin composite veneers 
are not as expensive as porcelain laminate veneers 

(25).  

Composite laminate veneers may be an 
alternative method for these patients. Laminate 

veneers have become popular as a less invasive and 
more conservative treatment to provide a more 

pleasing appearance of the anterior teeth (26). The 
direct composite laminate technique has become 

more effective because of improvements in adhesive 

dentistry.  
In this study, three patients who had dental 

problems and related psychological disorders were 
treated with composite resin restoration in one 

session. Although cosmetic correction of perceived 

physical deficits is rarely an effective treatment, it is 
concluded here that, with such restoration, 

aesthetic, functional, and especially psychological 
aspects of the patient’s problems can be corrected.   

The cases highlight the need for dentists to be 
educated in these disorders so that they can 

recognize and refer accordingly. There is also a need 

for interdisciplinary interactions between the dentist 
and the psychologist. 
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